AUSTRALIAN DESIGN & ART
26 – 29 April
KolbuszSpace together with CULT have collaborated to show significant stockroom
artworks alongside a collection showcase of furniture by Adam Goodrum
for Australian design brand nau, including the new Mega Tulip and Rib designs.
Viewings by appointment.
Artwork enquiries hello@kolbuszspace.com
Furniture enquiries to Christopher Pooré chris@cultdesign.com.au

Matthew M c A L P I N E
Matthew McAlpine is an interdisciplinary artist who lives and works in Whadjuk
Nyoongar Boodja (Perth, Western Australia).
His practice aims to explore the complexities and problems of celebrating colonial
history and legacies which whitewash history, deny Indigenous culture and rapidly
degrade the environment. McAlpine graduated from Curtin University in 2016 and
was awarded a residency at ECU in 2021.
McAlpine will be exhibiting new works at KolbuszSpace in Nov 2022.

Matthew McAlpine
Beneath the Radiant Southern Cross (Stirling)
Acrylic paint, sand, fluorescent pigment, binder and cast acrylic paint on canvas
122cm x 366cm
A$ 7,500

Joana P A R T Y K A
Joana Partyka is a ceramicist, illustrator and political staffer based in Boorloo
(Perth). In her unique ceramic works, Partyka attempts to both make sense of
and comment on the bewildering state of contemporary life and politics – the
bush fires, the pandemic, the social upheaval, the activism, the bumbling and
bad politicians.
Fuelled by rage and grief, her work pushes the viewer to reflect on their own
experiences, as well as offer hope and beauty from its ashes.
Partyka’s first solo show which was at KolbuszSpace in Apr 2021 sold out.

Joana Partyka
Koi No Yokan
Stoneware, glaze, lustre
36 x 16cm
A$ 1,600

Christophe C A N A T O
Christophe Canato is a French-Australian photo-media artist who was accepted
to study at the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris at 17. Since relocating to Perth in
2005, his photo media disciplinary approach now also includes videography.
Canato’s impeccably crafted and moving works explore social issues including
politics and religion, physical identities and sexual orientations. His most recent
work examines male roles and identities in our contemporary western contexts.
Canato is having an online exhibition with KolbuszSpace in May 2022.

Christophe Canato
Anima #2, edition 2 / 5
Archival inkjet print
110 x 110cm
A$ 2,600 framed

Matthew M c V E I G H
Matthew McVeigh is an interdisciplinary artist who graduated from WAAPA. His
practice is predominantly interested in how identities, histories and institutions
can be consumed and subsumed into homogenized narratives. McVeigh
employs a wide range of materials, processes, technologies and semiotics to
create work that is bold and layered with nuance and meaning.
McVeigh’s works from frequent visits to the Pilbara region employ technical
drawing and graphing techniques used for geological surveying. The ochre
used in these works was gifted to McVeigh by traditional landowners.
McVeigh’s works have been acquired by collections such as the Holmes à
Court Collection and the Art Gallery of WA Collection.

USE ONE OF THESE INVITE??

Matthew McVeigh
Valleys
Ochre, acrylic and ink on hardboard
92 x 62cm
A$ 1,900 framed

Matthew McVeigh
Plateau
Ochre, acrylic and ink on hardboard
62 x 92cm
A$ 1,900 framed

Waldemar K O L B U S Z
Waldemar Kolbusz lives and works in Perth, and has been painting full-time and
exhibiting regularly for the past two decades.
KolbuszSpace is a multi – purpose studio, gallery and project space under his
direction, located in the former industrial Claisebrook precinct on the inner-city
fringe area of Perth.
Kolbusz Space prioritises ways to encourage sustainable careers and facilitate
positive outcomes for artists, with mentoring and regular exhibition opportunities
for selected emerging artists.
Kolbusz’s upcoming solo exhibition Love is Back opens 29 April 2022 at
Gallerysmith in Melbourne.

Waldemar Kolbusz
Babyface
Oil on linen
183 x 183cm
A$ 23,000

Imogen K O T S O G L O
Imogen Kotsoglo is an artist from Perth, Western Australia. Her multifaceted
practice is primarily focussed on drawing, while encompassing photography and
installation.
Kotsoglo’s work seeks to explore the capacity of visual art to represent and
examine the wider implications of a perceived distinction between humans and the
natural world. Kotsoglo’s rejection of anthropocentrism does not render her work
political in the usual sense, instead providing space for reflection rather than
rhetoric.
Since graduating from Fine Arts at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology,
Kotsoglo has been accepted for various prestigious residencies and has exhibited
both nationally and internationally as part of group and solo exhibitions.
Kotsoglo will be exhibiting at both PICA and KolbuszSpace in Aug 2022.

Imogen Kotsoglo
Phyto 16
Ink on Arches Aquarelle 300gsm
96.5 x 77.5cm
A$ 1,400 framed

Olivia C O L J A
Olivia Colja is a Western Australian artist, curator and community advocate. Her
large scale paintings explore a variety of themes including vibrant and lively
landscapes and also deeper, private explorations of grief and ultimately peace and
grace.
Colja has a Bachelor of Social Science, a Diploma of Business and a Bachelor of
Contemporary Arts. For the past three years Colja has directed, curated and
exhibited in WOMXN which supports and celebrates women and non-binary artists
to showcase artwork about their gender experiences.
Colja will have her anticipated first solo exhibition at KolbuszSpace in July 2022.

Olivia Colja
Restless Nights
Oil on canvas
205 x 153cm
A$ 4,200

Austin H O N O U R
Austin Honour is a British/Australian multidisciplinary artist who’s work collages
conventions of painting, sculpture and tattooing. Previously located in Berlin,
Honour is now based in Perth, Australia.
Interested in ideologies of history, material and value, Honour works within a
holistic studio practice which aims to connect media, concept and form. Honour’s
recent paintings stem from an engagement with found imagery often depicting
objects of history and nature. Honour was awarded a BA Hons Fine Arts from
Central St Martins in London in 2014.
Honour’s solo exhibition Outer is upcoming at KolbuszSpace in May 2022.

Austin Honour
Red Bird
Oil on canvas
170 x 120cm
A$ 4,500

Sam B L O O R
Sam Bloor is a photographer and visual artist who lives and works in Perth. His
practice investigates points of contention within the designation of urban space
along with perceived notions of value and labour.
Bloor has exhibited in a number of group and solo shows both nationally and
internationally including, Birth and Death of a Mountain (2020) at KolbuszSpace, and
most recently was commissioned by FAC for an important public work as part of the
Perth Festival exhibition UNDERTOW, which interrogated Australian nationalism and
border politics.
Bloor is planning a new exhibition at KolbuszSpace in 2023.

Sam Bloor
Desire, edition 1 / 1
Digital UV print on mirror
32 x 32cm
A$ 700 framed

2 Gladstone Street Perth 6000
@kolbuszspace
kolbuszspace.com
KolbuszSpace respects and acknowledges the Whadjuk Noongar people past, present and future
as the traditional carers of the land where the space is situated, and supports their hopes for
the future, the positive role arts can contribute to this, and the wellbeing of all of us together.

